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Abstract 
Munuera, C., On MDS elliptic codes, Discrete Mathematics 117 (1993) 2799286. 
In this paper we give a bound for MDS (maximum distance separable) algebraic-geometric codes 
arising from elliptic curves. Several consequences are presented. 
1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with algebraic-geometric codes, introduced by Goppa [3], 
when the curve considered is elliptic, that is, nonsingular of genus 1. We refer to these 
codes as elliptic (Goppa) codes. Elliptic codes have been studied by several authors, 
specially by Driencourt and Michon (see [l, 2,7]) among others. 
It is well known that there are two possibilities for the minimum distance d of an 
elliptic [n, k] code, d = n - k or d = n - k + 1 (see Section 2). The inequality d d n - k + 1 
(Singleton bound) is true for any [n, k] code and we say that codes reaching this 
distance are maximum distance separable codes (or MDS codes for short). Then MDS 
codes are, in some sense, extremal because they have the largest distance which is 
possible for given n and k. 
In this paper we give a bound (see Propositions 3.1 and 3.6, and Corollary 3.3) 
for MDS elliptic codes, relating their length and dimension with two invariants 
of the group of points on the curve E from which they arise, namely the number 
N of rational points on E and the number of points of order 2 among these. 
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Another result of this type is found in [S], where Liu and Kumar prove that 
if the redundancy Y of such a code satisfies (Y!, N)= 1, then the length cannot exceed 
N/2 + (r - 1)‘/2 if r is even, and N/2 + r(r - 1)/2 if Y is odd. Our bound implies this 
whenever r # 2. 
As an application, we extend a result due to Katsman and Tsfasman [4], showing 
that if a nontrivial elliptic code over Fq has length greater than 4 + 1, then it is 
a [6,3]-code over F4 arising from a curve with 9 rational points. 
Finally, we determine all possible elliptic codes with length N, N - 1 and N -2. 
Special cases of these results have been proved by Shokrollahi [9]. 
2. Elliptic curves and elliptic codes 
Let Fq be a finite field with q elements. Given an elliptic curve E defined over Fq, we 
denote by E(F,) the set of points on E which are rational over Fq. As is well known (see 
[lo]), since there is a bijection from the Jacobian of E onto E(F,), we can give 
a composition law @ on E(F,), for which E(F,) is an abelian group. As an easy 
application, we can characterize the equivalence of divisors on E as follows (first we 
introduce the following notation: for a divisor D = C npP on E, we denote by PO the 
point PD=@n,P. Note that when D is rational over Fq, then P,.,EE(F~)). 
Lemma 2.1. Two rational divisors D, D’ on E are equivalent (denoted as D N D’) if and 
only ifdeg(D)=deg(D’) and P,=P,,. 
Proof. Silverman [ll, Corollary 3.5). 0 
The group structure of E(F,) can also be obtained (see [S, lo]). In fact, E(F,) is of 
the form Z/n, x Z/n, for some integers n,, nz, with nln2 = N = # E(F,), n1 In, and 
n1 lq- 1. In this form E(F,) is cyclic when n, = 1. 
It is interesting for us to know the number dE of points of order 1 or 2 in E(F,), that 
is, the number of points PEE(F,) such that P @ P is the neutral element for 0. If 
E(F,)rZ/n, x Z/n*, obviously, 
: 
1 if n, - n2 = 1 (mod 2), 
aE= 4 if n1,n2=O(mod2), (2.2) 
2 otherwise. 
Also, if char( F,)#2, then E has an equation of the form y2 =f(x), where f is 
a polynomial of degree 3 over Fq, and 6, - 1 is the number of roots off in Fq. If 
char(F,) = 2, then 6, = 1 if N is odd and aE = 2 if N is even. 
The construction of elliptic Goppa codes from E is as follows: given n distinct points 
P l,...,P,,~E(F,),let D be thedivisor D=P1+... + P,, and, for every rational divisor 
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G such that 0 < deg(G) < n and Pi$supp(G), i = 1, . . . , n, we define the code C(D, G) as 
the image of the map 
4:UG)-tP;, $(f)=(f(P,)> . . ..f(P.,)) 
whose dimension (since 4 is injective because of our assumptions about G) is 
k = I(G) = deg(G) by the Riemann-Roth theorem. We say that C = C(D, G) is an [n, k] 
code. 
The minimum distance d of C (or, equivalently, the minimum weight) can be 
bounded as follows (see [l, 21): According to the Riemann-Roth theorem, for 
every k+l points, Pil,...,Pi,+, in ~upp(D), we have l(G-Pi,-...-Pi,+l)=O but, 
for each k-l of them, Pj,, . . ..Pj._,, we have 1(G_Pj,-...-Pj,~,)=l. Then 
n-k d d < n - k + 1. If the right-hand side inequality is an equality, we say that C is 
a MDS code; then C is not MDS if and only if there are k distinct points Pi,, . , Pi, in 
SUPP(D) such that l(G-Pi,- ... -Pi,)= 1, or, equivalently, if G-Pi, + ... +Pi,, or, 
according to (2.1), if Pc=Pi, @ ... @Pi,. 
3. A bound for elliptic MDS codes 
Let C= C(D, G) be an [n, k] code made from the elliptic curve E defined 
over F4, which has N rational points. First we suppose 1 <kc n- 1 (hence, n> 3); 
we shall consider the cases k= 1 and k= n- 1 later. As shown in the previous 
section for every k- 1 pairwise different points Pi,, . . . , Pi,_, in supp(D), 
we have l(G-Pi, - ... -Pi,_ ,)= 1; hence, there is a function MEL such that 
(f)aPi,+“‘+PiI,_,- G, and there is exactly one point QEE(F,) such that 
(f)=Pil +...+Pikml -G+Q. But, since C is MDS, either Q~E(&)\supp(D) or 
QE(PiI, . , Pi,_, }. We have the following result. 
Proposition 3.1. If there exists an [n, k] MDS elliptic code arising from a (elliptic) curve 
E with N rational points and 1 < k<n- 1, then 
N+bE>2(n-k+2) 
and 
N+SE>2(k+2), 
where SE is dejined as in (2.2). 
Proof. Let us take k-2 distinct points in supp(D), PI, . . . , Pk-*. By adding them to 
another point in supp(D), we can make n-k +2 (k- 1)-tuples, namely: 
PI )...) Pk_z,Pk-l; PI )..., Pk-z,Pk;...; PI )...) Pkp2, P,. For each one of these 
P 1, ...,Pk-z,Pi, there is a point QiE(P,y . . . . Pk-2,Pi}U(E(Fq)\SUPP(D)) such that 
P,+...+Pk-Z+Pi+QiwG. We have Qi#Qj for i#j; in fact, if Qi=Qj then 
P,+...+Pk-2+Pi+QiNGNP1+‘..+Pk-Z+Pj+Qi, hence, Pi-Pj and i=j. The 
case Qi = Pi can happen only 6, times: if Pi = Qi, Pj = Qj then 2Pi N 2Pj, but there are 
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only aE points of order 2. Then, we have Qi~(P1, . , . , Pk _ z, Pi} at most k - 2 + SE 
times, and, since there are n-k+2 (k- 1)-tuples, we have N -n>(n- k+2)- 
(k-2+Sc), or N+BE>2(n-k+2). 
On the other hand, we know that if C is an elliptic code then its dual code C* also is 
so (see [ll]), and it is MDS if C is so (see [6]). But C* is an [n, n-k] code; applying 
the above formula to C*, we obtain N + aE 2 2(k + 2). q 
In some cases we can give a bound stronger than that given by Proposition 3.1. For 
this, we introduce the following definition: We say that a point PEE(F,) is even if there 
is some point QEE(F,) such that P = Q @ Q = 2Q. 
Lemma 3.2. The number of even points in E(F,) is N/aE. 
Proof. Consider the homomorphism E(F,)+E(F,) defined by P-P 0 P. 0 
Corollary 3.3. Zf there exists an [n, k] MDS elliptic code arising from a curve E with 
N rational points, we have: 
(a) If2<k<n-1 and n-k+3>N/dE then N>2(n-k+2). 
(b) Ifl<k<n-2 and k+3>N/6, then NB2(k+2). 
Proof. (a) If 2 <: k < n - 1 and n-k + 3 > N/6,, according to the Lemma 3.2, in the 
proof of Proposition 3.1, we can choose the (k-2)-tuple P,, . . . , Pk_* (reordering 
indices if necessary) such that Po 0 P1 0 ... @ Pk _ z is not an even point. Then, again 
in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we can exclude the possibility Pi=Qi. Hence, 
N 3 2(n- k + 2); (b) follows from (a) by duality. 0 
For given k and q, let n,(k) be the maximum possible length for which there exists an 
[n,(k), k] MDS code over F4. There is a famous conjecture (known as the main 
conjecture on MDS codes; see [6]): for 26 k<q it is 
n,(k)=q+ 1 
except for the case n,(3)=n,(q- l)=q +2 for even q. This conjecture is proved 
whenever q d 11 by the theory of finite geometries. On the other hand, Katsman and 
Tsfasman [4] have proved that for q> 13 there exist no nontrivial elliptic MDS codes 
with length n>q+ 1. Actually, we can extend this result as follows. 
Proposition 3.4. If a nontrivial elliptic MDS code has length n > q + 1 then it is a [6,3] 
code over F4 arising form a curve with 9 rational points. 
Proof. Following Katsman and Tsfasman [4], it is enough to prove the statement for 
q < 11. But according to the main conjecture on MDS codes there are only 2 possibili- 
ties for such a code, namely, a [6,3] code over F4 or a [lo, 31 code (and its dual [lo, 71 
code) over Fs. Now, according to Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.3, every [lo, 31 
elliptic code over F8 is not MDS, and if there exists a [6,3] elliptic code over F4, it 
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arises from a curve with 9 rational points. In fact, as has been proved by Pellikaan (see 
[12]) and Liu and Kumar [S], such a code exists (see also our fourth example in 
Section 4). 0 
Remark 3.5. If N is even, by taking a subgroup of E(F,) of order 2, Voloch [13] proves 
that there always exist [N/2,3] MDS elliptic codes. In this case (N even) according to 
our bounds, the maximum possible length for an MDS elliptic code with dimension 
3 is N/2 + 1. Thus, it seems that we cannot get a bound much better than that given by 
Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.3. 
Proposition 3.6. If there exists an [n, k] MDS elliptic code arising from a curve E with 
N rational points, we have: 
(a) If 2<k<n-1 then N-332(n-k). 
(b) Zf 1 <k<n-2 then N-332k. 
Proof. (a) For every two points Pi, Pj, with k- 3 <i< j<n, let Qi,j be the only 
rational point such that G-P, + ... + Pk _ 3 + Pi + Pj + Qi, j. There are two possibilities 
(i) Qi,j4{Pi, Pj} and (ii) Qi,j~{Pi, Pj). Let US consider the sets 
X={Pi+PjJk-3<i<j<n}, 
x,={Pi+PjEXIQi,j4{Pi,Pj}}, 
X,={Pi+PjEXJQi,j~{Pi,Pj}}. 
(i) Consider the map 
41 :X1+{P1, .*.> PM)NW~)\{PI, . . ..Pn>) 
defined by 41(Pi+ Pj)= Qi,j. Since it is assumed that the code is MDS, $I is 
well-defined. Forevery i, j, k-3<i<jdn, thesets E(F,)\{P,, . . . . P,,}, {PI, . . . . P,_,} 
and SUPP(+; ‘(Qi,j)) are disjoint; SO, (N-n)+(k-3)+2 # SUpp(4;‘(Qi,j))~N. SO, 
2#supp(4;‘(Qi,j))dn-k+3 and #{P,+P,EX11Qi,j=Qr,,}~t(n-k+3). Thus, 
#X,<f(n-k+3)((k-3)+(N-n)). 
(ii) Consider the map 
42: X,-{P,-,, . . . . pn> 
defined by $z(Pi+ Pj)=Qi,j. Since the code is MDS, this map is well-defined and, 
since it is injective, we have # Xz d n - k + 3. 
From (i) and (ii), it follows that 
= #X=#Xi+ #X,=i(n-k+3)(N-n+k-3)+(n-k+3). 
So, N - 3 3 2(n - k). This proves (a); (b) follows from (a) by duality. 0 
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When deg(G)= 1 or deg(G)=n- 1 there is a very simple criterion for a code to 
be MDS. 
Proposition 3.7. (a) Zfdeg(G)= 1 then C(D, G) is MDS if and only $P,#supp(D); 
(b) Ifdeg(G)=n- 1 then C(D, G) is MDS if and only qPp,-P,$supp(D). 
Proof. (a) If deg(G) = 1, according to Lemma 2.1, G-PC and to no other point. 
Hence, C(D, G) is MDS if and only if this point is not in supp(D). 
(b) If deg(G)=n- 1, since C(D, G) is MDS if and only if its dual also is so, and 
its dual is C(D, D + W-G) for some canonical divisor W (see [ll]) and since 
deg(D+ W-G)= 1 (note that in elliptic curves canonical divisors are principal 
divisors); we conclude that C(D, G) is MDS if and only if Pr,-Pc$supp(G). 0 
4. Some examples 
Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Fq, with N = # E(F,). As an application of the 
above results, we shall study the existence of MDS codes C(D, G) arising from E, with 
k = deg(G), n = deg(D), when n = N, n = N - 1 or n = N - 2. These examples generalize 
Theorems 3, 1 and 2, respectively, of [9]. 
Example 4.1. Let us suppose E(F,)= iPI, . . . , P,,}, and let D=P, + ... +P,,. We distin- 
guish the following cases: 
Case 1: If deg(G)= 1 or deg(G)= n- 1, since supp(D)=E(F,), according to 
Proposition 3.7, C(D, G) is not an MDS code. 
Case 2: If n=4 and k=2, then obviously C(D, G) is MDS if and only if 
2P, -2P, - 2P3 -2P, - G, that is, if and only if E(F,) g Z/2 x Z/2 (hence, q = 3,5,7 or 
9) and PC is the neutral element of E(F,). This last condition holds, for example, if G is 
made from an irreducible polynomial of degree 2 over Fq (see [l, 21). 
Case 3: If n >4 and 1 <k < n - 1, there are no MDS codes. In fact, by applying 
Proposition 3.1, the only possibility for MDS codes is a8=4 (hence, E(F,)z 
Z/n1 x Z/n,, n,, n2 even integers, and 41 n) and k = n/2. Now, by applying Corollary 3.3 
we find that there are no MDS codes arising from E with these parameters. 
Example 4.2. Let E(F,)={P,P,,...,P,,} and put D=P1+...+P,,. 
Case 1: If k= 1 then C(D, G) is MDS if and only if Pc=P, and if k=n- 1 then 
C(D, G) is MDS if and only if PI 0 ... 0 P, 0 P,=P. For the particular cases G=P 
and G=(n- l)P, we have: if G=P then PG=P and C(D, G) is always MDS. If 
G=(n-l)PthenC(D,G)isMDSifandonlyifP,O...OP,O(n-l)P=P,thatis,if 
P,O...OP,OP=(n+l)P;but,sincen+l=#E(F,),(n+l)Pistheneutralelement 
of E(F,), and C(D, G) is MDS if and only if the sum of all the elements in E(F,) is the 
neutral element, that is, if and only if bE # 2. 
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Case 2: If 1 <kc II- 1 then there are no MDS codes. In fact, by applying 
Proposition 3.1, the only possibility for a [n, k] MDS code is 6,=4 (hence, 
E(F,)rZ/n, xZ/n,,n,,n,evenintegersand41n+l)andk=(n-1)/2ork=(n+1)/2.A~ 
in the above case, by applying Corollary 3.3, we find that none of these can be MDS. 
Example4.3. Let E(F,)=(P,Q,P,,...,P,} andputD=P,+...+P,,. 
Casel: Ifk=lthenC(D,G)isMDSifandonlyifP,=PorP,=Q.Ifk=n-lthen 
C(D, G) is MDS if and only if P, @ +.. @ P,, 0 PG = P or Q. For the particular case 
G =P, C(D, G) is always MDS. If n is odd and G=(n- l)P, C(D, G) is not 
MDS, because it is MDS if and only if PI 0 ... @ P, @(n- 1)P is P or Q, that is, 
if P=Q. 
Case 2: If n = 4, since E(F,) z Z/6 and 6, = 2, by applying Proposition 3.1, the only 
possibility for a MDS code is k = 2. In this case an easy computation provides: C(D, G) 
is MDS if and only if PG is an even point and P @ Q #PC, 2P #PC, 2Q # PC. 
If n = 6 then C(D, G) is MDS if and only if E(F,) z Z/2 x Z/4 and, either k = 2, PC 
even and 2P #PC, 2Q # PG, P @ Q #PC, or k = 4 and its dual (for which k = 2) is MDS. 
Case 3: If n= 5 or n> 6 there are no MDS codes with 1 <k < n- 1. In fact, by 
applying Proposition 3.1, we find two possibilities for a [n, k] MDS code: (a) 6,= 2 
(hence, n even) and k= n/2; and (b) dE=4 (hence, 41n +2) and k= n/2- 1, n/2 or 
n/2+ 1. In both cases it is enough to apply Corollary 3.3 to prove that they are no 
MDS codes. 
Example 4.4. In this example we construct an MDS elliptic code with length N - 3, 
which is also a [6,3] code over F4. This example is due to Pellikaan (see [12]) and Liu 
and Kumar [S]). Let us take the elliptic curve defined over F4 by E: y2z +yz2 =x3, 
having 9 rational points; in fact, it is E(F,)rZ/3 x Z/3. It is an exercise to prove that 
there are no 3 different elements in the set { (0, l), (0,2), (1, l), (1,2), (2, l), (2,2)} whose 
sum equals (1,O). Hence, by taking O=(O, 1)+(0,2)+(1, 1)+(1,2)+(2, 1)+(2,2) and 
G = 2(0,0) + (1,0) we obtain the [6,3] MDS code with generator matrix (where r~ is 
a primitive element of F4, /I = LX’ and 1 + CI + p = 0) 
i 
P fX 
OOlaal 1 1 1 1 1 1 
11 a/?. 
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